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1.1. A general introduction: charge separation in photosynthetic reaction
centres
When chlorophyll absorbs light, an electron is promoted from the
highest occupied molecular orbital to the lowest or second lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital. The energy in red light corresponds to
the transition up to the ﬁrst excited singlet state. The greater energy in
blue light is sufﬁcient for the electron to reach the higher excited
singlet state but this state decays rapidly, with the loss of some
energy, to form the longer-lived, ﬁrst excited state. Thus the energy
available for photochemistry corresponds to that of the red photon
(e.g. 680 nm=1.82 eV). The energy of green light does not corre-
spond to that needed to promote a valence electron to an excited state
and thus it is not absorbed but instead reﬂected or transmitted. Hence,
chlorophyll is green.
Nearly all of the chlorophyll in photosynthetic organisms is bound
to proteins of two types: antenna proteins and reaction centre
proteins. Most chlorophylls are in antenna proteins where they play
light-collecting roles. When excited by a photon of light, an antennachlorophyll will rapidly pass on the excitation to one of the adjacent
chlorophylls to which it is electronically coupled. The excitation can
visit a large number of chlorophylls during the lifetime of the excited
state (the ﬂuorescence lifetime for chlorophyll is 5 ns [1]). The
coupled chlorophylls can be within the same protein or in adjacent
proteins that are in close physical contact. However, when the exci-
tation arrives on a particular chlorophyll in the reaction centre, rather
than passing on the excitation energy to a neighbouring pigment, an
electron is transferred instead, resulting in the ﬁrst charge separation.
The “particular” reaction centre chlorophyll of the last sentence is
known as the primary electron donor.
This photochemical reaction forms a pair of oppositely charged
radicals: a highly reducing anion radical and a highly oxidising cation
radical. A series of rapid electron transfer reactions occurs, out from
the anion radical and in to the cation radical. Each of these reactions
involves a decrease in the standard free energy and an increase in the
distance between the charged radicals. This results in the formation of
a series of radical pairs which are successively more stable. Similar
events occur in all types of photosynthetic reaction centres (reviewed
in [2] and see Figs. 1 and 5).
In Type I reaction centres (i.e. those from green sulfur bacteria,
heliobacteria and Photosystem I from cyanobacteria), electrons are trans-
ferred through the protein and across the membrane, one by one from a
soluble 1-electron donor to a soluble 1-electron acceptor. Photosystem I,
for example, is a plastocyanin/ferredoxin photo-oxidoreductase, where
plastocyanin, the electron donor, and ferredoxin, the electron acceptor,
are both soluble, 1-electron redox carriers (reviewed in [3]).
Type II reaction centres (e.g. those from purple bacteria, Chloro-
ﬂexi and Photosystem II (PSII) from cyanobacteria and chloroplasts),
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Fig. 1. A simpliﬁed scheme of charge separation and electron transfer events in (A) PSII and (B) the purple bacterial reaction centre. Red arrows represent electron transfer steps and
the blue numbered circles the order of steps. Step 1 is shown in more detail in Fig. 2. The cofactors are labelled to make the comparison easier, using one of the conventions common
in PSII research: i.e. with the central pigments called P, Chl and Ph (standing for Pair of chlorophylls, monomeric Chlorophyll and Pheophytin). These are then given a subscript that
attributes them to the protein subunit that provides their main site, in PSII this is D1 and D2, in purple bacteria these are L andM. In the bacterial reaction centre, where the pigments
are bacteriochlorophyll or bacteriopheophytin, this is indicated as BChl or BPh. The location of the cation radical after step 1 is mainly PD1 in PSII, while it is shared over PL and PM in
purple bacteria. Step 3* in the purple bacteria bears the asterisk in order to indicate that it is not always the third step since conditions do arise in which electron donation from Cyt c
heme to the cation on the PLPM pair, P+, can be more rapid than the QA to QB electron transfer step. Similar qualiﬁcations can be given for some of the steps in PSII (see text), notably
for steps 4 and 5, but the order is correct as drawn at least for the ﬁrst charge separation from a dark-adapted and fully functional PSII. The ﬁgure was made using the structures for
PSII (PDB ID: 3ARC) from the cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus vulcanus and for the purple bacterial reaction centre (PDB ID: 3I4D) from Rhodobacter sphaeroides.
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ceptor, and the fully reduced quinone, hydroquinone (QH2), is re-
leased into the membrane. Quinone however is a 2-electron acceptor
and, given the univalence (1 electron per photon) of the photochem-
istry, it is expected to undergo two sequential 1-electron reduction
steps along with the associated protonation reactions, before its
reduction is complete. In Type II reaction centres, the source of
electrons varies. Purple bacteria have 1-electron donors, either
cytochrome (Cyt) c2 or a bound tetraheme cytochrome, which is
reduced either by Cyt c2 or by the high potential iron–sulphur protein,
HiPIP [4,5]. PSII on the other hand takes electrons from a pair of water
molecules: a 4-electron donor system (reviewed in [6,7]).
2. Photosystem II: introduction
PSII is a water/plastoquinone photo-oxidoreductase. With its 2-
electron chemistry on one side and its 4-electron chemistry on the
other, it is the most complicated of the reaction centres. PSII is also
special for other reasons.
When PSII ﬁrst evolved in the ancestors of cyanobacteria, its water
oxidising activity led to radical changes both at the geological and
biological level. The availability of water as an electron source allowed
photosynthetic species to colonise most of the planet. Photosynthetic
water oxidation put the O2 into the atmosphere and the biosphere.
This allowed respiration with O2 as the electron acceptor, a much
more efﬁcient way of burning sugar than anaerobic processes (e.g.
fermentation). This improvement in efﬁciency was a critical factor in
the development of multicellular life. In addition, the O2 in the upper
atmosphere was converted into ozone (O3) by UV-light. The ozone
layer that was formed then screened out the UV and allowed life to
colonise the surface of the planet [8,9].Our understanding of PSII has been built on comparativeworkwith
the simpler purple bacterial reaction centre [10–12], which thus far
has been the best-studied reaction centre (Fig. 1 B). With the general
acceptance of the intrinsic similarities between the two types of
reaction centres, there is a tendency to consider PSII as a chlorophyll-
containing purple bacterial reaction centre “with a bunch of Mn ions
stuck on the base” [13] (or the top, if you are from the bacterial world).
While this can be a useful simpliﬁcation, decades of comparative work
have identiﬁed many features in the PSII reaction centre that are
different from those in the purple bacterial reaction centre. This review
focuses on some of these differences.
3. Charge separation in purple bacteria reaction centres
In the purple bacterial reaction centre the primary reactions occur as
follows [14] (see Fig. 1 B). When the excitation arrives at the reaction
centre bacteriochlorophylls, either directly by light absorption or by
energy transfer from photoexcited antenna pigments, it becomes
localised on the species (pigment) with lowest energy excited state,
i.e. the longest wavelength pigment, a special pair of bacteriochloro-
phylls. This special pair of bacteriochlorophylls is designated P, for
pigment,with *Pbeing the excited state. OftenP is followedbyanumber
(e.g. P870), which indicates the wavelength of the bleaching when the
system absorbs light; given that this varies from species to species, we
will simplify to P. The designation “special pair” is used rather than
dimer because they are not true chemical dimers [15].
The special pair of bacteriochlorophylls, P, which is made up of PL
and PM are relatively strongly coupled (500 to 1000 cm−1) compared
to the coupling between the other pigments in the reaction centre
[14]. For example, the electronic couplings between the special pair
and the adjacent bacteriochlorophylls on the L and M subunits are
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BChlM), are considered to be monomers. The strong coupling between
PL and PM is responsible for the shift to longer wavelength of the
absorption of P (of the two resulting exciton states, the low energy,
long wavelength state dominates: it has nearly all the oscillator
strength).
A few picoseconds after formation of *P, the P+BPhL− state is
formed, where BPhL is the bacteriopheophytin of the L subunit [17,18],
(Fig. 1 B step 1). This state was clearly detected in the early ultrafast
experiments, however it turned out that the intervening momomeric
BChlL (for a while erroneously designated an “accessory” or “voyeur”
pigment) was in fact the true primary acceptor, with the ﬁrst charge
separation, P+BChlL−, occurring in 3 ps (Fig. 2 step 1a). This pair is
stabilised by transfer of the electron from BChlL− to BPhL. This step is
very rapid (1 ps), which was why the BChlL− state was so difﬁcult to
detect [19].
It was subsequently shown that when excited directly, charge
separation could be triggered from *BChlL, resulting in the ultra-rapid
formation of BChlL+BPhL−. Because of the localisation of the excitation
on the long wavelength P, the slower charge separation from *P (as
described above) dominates under normal circumstances. These
observations however led van Brederode and van Grondelle [20] to
suggest that the primary charge separation in PSII could occur from
*ChlD1 (Fig. 2A), in accordance with the earlier suggestions based on
the unexpected location of the radical-pair recombination triplet on
ChlD1 in PSII [21–23].
After formation of the P+BPhL− state, the next stabilisation step
occurs in a few hundred picoseconds, with an electron being
transferred from BPhL− to QA (a bound ubiquinone) [17,18,24]. This
stabilisation step comes at the cost of a signiﬁcant amount of energy,
in the range of 0.6 eV (reviewed in [14]).
P+ is stabilised by a change in the protein involving a near-by
tyrosine [25,26]. A time-resolved Laue diffraction study, showed that
the Tyr162 on the L subunit moved 1.3 Å closer to the special pair in
less than 3 ms after the formation of P+ [26]. It was suggested that this
represented the P+-induced deprotonation of the tyrosine, with the
proton shipped off to the protein surface. This probably contributes to
the stabilisation of the P+QA− state that is frozen-in when reaction
centres are frozen under illumination [27].
The P+QA− state in most species is stabilised by electron donation
from the tetraheme cytochrome that makes up the fourth subunit of
the reaction centre [28] or by direct donation from Cyt c2 in those
species lacking the tetraheme. The electron on QA− is transferred to QB
in around 100 μs, or to QB− (when present) with t1/2 values of aroundChlD1 ChlD2 
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A
Fig. 2. Differences in the ﬁrst steps of charge separation in (A) PSII compared to (B) purple ba
the blue circles the order of the steps with 1a representing the initial electron transfer step
reaction centre. For PSII the scheme shows what is considered to be the reaction sequence in
electron transfer sequences are thought to occur in smaller fractions of centres, and these i1 ms. The doubly reduced and protonated QBH2 is exchangeable and is
replaced by a quinone from the pool in the membrane. This exchange
process takes place in about 10 ms (reviewed in [29,30]).
The Cyt c2/ubiquinone photo-oxidoreductase function of the
purple bacterial reaction centre is complete after two photochemical
turnovers. Much of the complexity is in the proton-coupled electron
transfer associated with the 2-electron quinone chemistry and that is
described in more detail in a later section.
4. Charge separation in Photosystem II
In PSII the overall picture of charge separation is similar to that in
the purple bacterial reaction centre (reviewed in [31], see Fig. 1).
There are however differences. The ﬁrst difference is at the level of the
very ﬁrst events (Fig. 2). Various models exist, and the picture is not
completely clear but here we present one model that has had a good
deal of support (reviewed in [32,33]).
The structural counterparts to the special pair P (PL and PM) in the
purple bacterial reaction centre are designated PD1 and PD2 in PSII. The
electronic coupling between these two chlorophylls is estimated to be
between 85 cm−1 and 150 cm−1 [34–38], with the higher values
coming from themore recent studies onmore native PSII preparations
and with the beneﬁt of more detailed structural information. This
coupling is weak compared to the situation in the bacterial reaction
centre (500–1000 cm−1) [14]. It has long been thought that the
intrinsic electronic and structural properties of chlorophyll compared
to bacteriochlorophyll could contribute to the weaker coupling.
Chlorophyll, with its aromaticity shared over a greater area (ring II
is aromatic in chlorophyll, see Fig. 3), might have a somewhat weaker
electronic coupling in a chlorophyll special pair with the exact geo-
metry of the bacteriochlorophyll special pair (see Fig. 3). More recent
experimental work however has shown that the geometry of the
PD1PD2 pair is not identical to the special pair in the purple bacteria
reaction centre. PD1PD2 are rotated in the plane of their rings relative
to each other and this effect is asymmetrical with PD2 being slightly
shifted upwards into the membrane [38–40]. Short range interactions
are the main determinants of the level of electronic coupling in these
systems [41], so the rotation of the rings will have marked effects in
orbital overlap, e.g. the almost perfect overlap (or “eclipse”) of the
aromatic ring I in the purple bacterial PL/PM pair is lost in PSII due to
the rotation of the PD2 relative to PD1 in PSII (see Fig. 3) [39].
The weak coupling between PD1 and PD2 (85–150 cm−1) is not
much greater than between the other four central pigments (the
individual couplings of PD1 and PD2 with ChlD1 and ChlD2, and thePL 
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cterial reaction centre. The arrows show the electron transfer steps and the numbers in
and 1b the subsequent step. Note that these are different in the two different kinds of
the dominant fraction of centres. In PSII other primary charge separation reactions and
nclude a sequence comparable to that occurring in purple bacterial reaction centres.
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Fig. 3. Structural comparison of (A) the PD1PD2 chlorophyll pair of PSII and (B) the bacteriochlorophyll pair PLPM from the purple bacterial reaction centre. The roman numerals
determine the ring number in the (bacterio)cholorphyll. Notice the break in symmetry of PD2 relative to PD1, where the ring I of PD2 does not overlap with that of PD1, in contrast to
the situation in the purple bacterial reaction centre. In panel (C) and (D), PD1 (thick orange sticks) and PD2 (thick green sticks) have been overlapped with PL and PM (thin white
sticks) to further illustrate the differences. In panel (D) the overlapped pairs are rotated 90°, notice that the distance from PD1 to PD2 is virtually the same in the PL and PM pair.
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50 cm−1). Based on the magnitude of couplings in the bacterial
reaction centre (where the coupling in the special pair between PL and
PM is 500–1000 cm−1 and the coupling between P and the “mono-
meric” chlorophylls, BChlL and BChlM is 100 cm−1 [37,38]), PD1 and PD2
in PSII might be considered as monomers. An alternative view is that
the 6 weakly coupled pigments in PSII (the 4 chlorophylls plus the 2
pheophytins) represent a multimer [37]. The most recent model
however sees PD1 and PD2 as a weakly coupled pair, with its geometry
giving rise to a coupling with a strength and character that is unique
among interactions between the pigments of PSII [38,42].
The description of the PD1PD2 pair is important when it comes to
assigning the changes in absorption that occurwhen charge separation
takes place. However, the important issue here is that the coupling of
the PD1PD2 pair does not result in the generation of a long-wavelength
energy trap. Indeed the absorption spectra of all the chlorophylls and
both the pheophytins overlap to a large extent. This means that when
the excitation arrives at the PSII reaction centre, it does not localise on
one speciﬁc pigment. The ambient thermal energy is enough to ensure
that the excitation could be on any of the four central chlorophyll and
also the two pheophytins. What then occurs is not a single, easy to
follow series of reactions, with an initial charge separation reaction
followed by a speciﬁc series of stabilisation reactions, like that
occurring in purple bacterial reaction centres. Instead, in PSII a slew
of different charge separations occurs in the ﬁrst few picoseconds after
excitation, potentially involving, PD1+ PD2− , PD1+ ChlD1− , ChlD1+ PhD1− , etc. [32].
A short time after the initial charge separation reaction (a few tens
of picoseconds), electron transfers take place producing the charge
pair, PD1+ PhD1− . This secondary radical pair corresponds to the second
radical pair, PL+BPhL−, in the bacterial reaction centre (see Fig. 2).
Overall then, while the ﬁrst step is different in PSII compared to the
bacterial reaction centre, after a few tens of picoseconds, things have
lined up again, with the secondary radical pairs being comparable.There is however an important difference between the two secondary
radical pairs: the cation radical is delocalised over both bacteriochlo-
rophylls of the special pair, P+, while in PSII the cation is mainly
localised on PD1 [43,44].
The often used designation “P680+” (i.e. the pigment bleached at
680 nm) corresponds to PD1+ and while it is not the “primary” electron
donor in most centres, it is the relatively stable location of the cation
after the ﬁrst tens of picoseconds [45].
It is worth noting that a primary charge pair more comparable to
that in bacteria (i.e. PD1+ ChlD1− ) probably is formed in a fraction of
centres. This might be favoured by selective illumination [46] into a
very weak (low oscillator strength) long wavelength absorption [47]
that may be a charge transfer state from the PD1PD2 pair [46,47].
Although the chlorophylls and pheophytins in PSII have over-
lapping absorptions, they are not identical. Identifying the contribu-
tions of each pigment to speciﬁc absorptions has been tricky to say the
least (compare [38] and [46] for current contrasting assignments). To
add to the problem the absorption characteristics are affected by the
isolation procedures particularly in the smallest (and most used)
“D1D2” preps. In the most convincing model, the longest wavelength
pigment in PSII is thought to be the ChlD1 [38,42,48]. This should
favour the localisation of the excitation on this pigment and the
distribution of primary charge pairs is expected to favour ChlD1+ PhD1− .
Thus for some years ChlD1 has been considered as the “primary
electron donor” or at least the main one [22,23,31,32,38,43,44].
At low temperature, ChlD1 is the site of the triplet state [22,23,49]
formed from PD1+ PhD1− recombination. This contrasts to the situation in
other reaction centres, where it is localised on the special pair chlo-
rophylls [50–54]. This observation was not only the ﬁrst experimental
evidence for the existence of a ChlD1 that was the structural counter-
part to BChlL in purple bacteria [22] but also the basis for the
suggestion that this pigment was the “primary donor” of PSII [21–23].
The ﬁrst of these suggestions was conﬁrmed by the crystal structures
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on mutants [49], ultrafast kinetic measurements [43,44] and calcula-
tions [48].
WhenPD1+ PhD1− charge recombinationoccurs in a centre inwhichQA−
is present, the triplet state formed, 3ChlD1, has a lifetime that is more
than a hundred times faster than the typical chlorophyll triplet [58,59].
The much longer 2 ms range triplet lifetime at 20 K, typical of other
chlorophyll triplets, was seen when QAwas double reduced or absent
[58–60]. No signiﬁcant quenching by carotenoid was seen under
these conditions. (A recent report of chlorophyll triplet quenching
by β-carotene in the presence of QA− [61] contradicts earlier studies
and while intriguing seems to require more quantitation and com-
parative studies at similar temperatures before the earlier work is
seriously questioned.) Despite earlier suggestions [60] this effect was
clearly not related to an electrostatic effect on yields/lifetimes of the
radical pair or triplet. Nor was it related to a magnetic effect of the Fe
[64]. It was suggested that the abnormally short lifetime of the triplet
was due to an electron transfer quenching fromQA− to the triplet state
[58]. It was proposed that this occurred through migration of the
triplet to the PhD1, which is adjacent to the QA− [58], see also [63,64]. It
was further suggested that the location of the triplet on ChlD1,
adjacent to the PhD1, favoured this mechanism and could be con-
sidered an important protective mechanism [64]: an idea that was
later championed by Noguchi [65] (see [66] for more recent kinetic
studies of this problem).
At low temperature ChlD1 should act as a more localised trap for
the excitation, and charge separation between ChlD1 and the adjacent
PhD1 may represent the dominant reaction. However, two different
charge separation pathways have been suggested to occur at cryo-
genic temperatures in D1D2 core preparations [67]; with ChlD1+ Ph− in
some centres and PD1+ PD2− (and then PD1+ ChlD1− ) in other centres formed
prior to formation of the secondary pair PD1+ PhD1− . This presumably
reﬂects the freezing-in of structural disorder which gives two dis-
tinguishable excitation traps and their different charge separation
sequences. These charge separation sequences were suggested to be
present at physiological temperatures and in more intact PSII [67].
The possibility that different primary charge pairs may be formed
depending on minor changes in structure and environment may be
signiﬁcant in terms of function. The ﬁnal location of the cation is theMn4Ca
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Fig. 4. Electron transfer side-pathway of PSII. Red arrows represent the main events of ch
electron transfer reactions.most relevant factor for functional effects. If, for example, the cation
were located on ChlD2 under conditions of high photon ﬂux, it would
result in efﬁcient electron transfer from theβ-carotene/Cyt b559/ChlZD2
side-pathway (reviewed in [68,69] see below and Fig. 4, blue arrows).
The secondary radical pair, PD1+ PhD1− , is stabilised by electron
transfer to QA in 400 ps [70] with a signiﬁcant energy loss, [31,71,72]
(see Fig. 5). This contributes to stabilising the PD1+ QA− radical pair
(Fig. 1A step 2), much as seenwith the purple bacterial reaction centre
[14]. PD1+ is highly oxidising (estimates range from1.2 to 1.4 V) [73–75]
and it is able to take an electron from tyrosine 160 of D1 (step 3 in
Fig. 1A). This tyrosine is designated TyrZ. The oxidation of TyrZ is
accompanied by its deprotonation, which is mediated by an H-bond to
the imidazole of histidine 190 of D1 [76,77]. The electron transfer step
from TyrZ to PD1+ occurs with a t1/2 of 50 ns for dark adapted PSII (i.e.
when the S1 state is present). The neutral tyrosyl radical, TyrZ•, is able
to oxidise theMn4Ca cluster (step 4 in Fig. 1A), the active site for water
oxidation. Starting from the dark-adapted state (S1), electron donation
to TyrZ• has a t1/2 of around 55 μs [78].
The necessity to specify the “S state”when giving the rates of PD1+ and
TyrZ• reduction, reﬂects the fact that the rates vary depending on the S
state (see [79] for a compilation of rates reported in the literature). The
main factor responsible for this is that the S1 to S2 step results in the
accumulation of a positive charge on or close to the cluster [7]. The
electrostatic effect of this charge slows down electron transfer. Thus
when S2 and S3 are present, this extra charge is present and PD1+
reduction slows from 50 ns to 250 ns, while TyrZ• reduction slows from
55 μs to 290 μs [78]. For the S3 state, TyrZ• reduction is even slower,
around 1 ms, this is the rate-limiting step of water oxidation [7].
On the electron acceptor side, the electron on QA− is transferred to QB
(orQB−whenpresent), seeFig. 1Astep5.Thisoccurs in0.2–0.4 ms forming
QB− (or 0.8 ms forming QBH2) [80,81].When QBH2 is formed, it is released
from the site and is replaced by aquinone from thepool in themembrane.
In the previous paragraph, the necessity tomention electron transfer
on theﬁrstﬂash fromQA− tobothQB andQB− reﬂects theheterogeneity in
a dark adapted PSII sample [82,83]. In the light, prior to dark adaptation,
it is assumed that there are equal populations of QB and QB− and of each
of the long-lived S states (S0, S1, S2, S3). QB− decays by recombination
only in centres where S2 and S3 are present [83]. When S0 and S1 are
present QB− cannot recombine and is stable in the dark for many hours.TyrD 
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Fig. 5. An energy scheme of the electron transfer steps in PSII occurring after the absorption of one red photon and assuming that all centres are in the dark adapted stable state, S1.
The inset shows the PSII cofactors involved in charge separation and the numbers in the blue circles indicate the order of the reactions. After absorption of the red photon the ﬁrst
excited singlet state is 1.83 eV above the ground state. Excitation of the core pigments P, which are all weakly coupled, leads to the formation of PD1+ PhD1– as the ﬁrst easily identiﬁable
radical pair, this is designated step 1. In the text and in Figure 2 themore complex aspects of this ﬁrst step are described in detail. After each subsequent step some energy is lost, with
a major loss after the formation of the PD1+ QA− radical pair. PD1+ is able to oxidise the redox active TyrZ, forming the neutral radical TyrZ• with proton transfer to the near-by His190
(step 3). The TyrZ• oxidises the Mn4Ca cluster by one electron forming the S2 state (step 4). Finally, electron transfer from QA− to QB occurs (step 5). The absorption of 4 photons is
necessary to complete a cycle of water oxidation and the reduction of two plastoquinone molecules. Back reactions are shown as broken lines. The triplet state, 3P, is formed from a
triplet form of PD1+ PhD1– , which is mainly formed by the back reaction but for simplicity this is not distinguished from the singlet radical pair in the ﬁgure. The back reaction from the
high potential form of QA– (in inactive centres) is shown in grey (see section 9.1).
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cluster is oxidised by 1 electron and the quinone is reduced by 1
electron. This occurs with a quantum yield close to 90% andmore than
half of the energy of the red photon [6] is conserved in the charge
separated state. From a dark-adapted state, in which the majority of
the centres are in the S1QB state, the S2QB− state is formed. This state is
stable in the tens of seconds and decays with a t1/2 of around 30 s at
20 °C by charge recombination [83,84].
In order to complete the reactions stated in its job description as a
plastoquinone/water photo-oxidoreductase, PSII must undergo a
second photochemical charge separation before the ﬁrst charge pair
decays in order to reduce the quinone fully and a total of four turnovers
are required to remove 4 electrons from 2 molecules of water [7].
5. Whatmakes “P680+” sucha strongoxidant andhowdid it evolve?
PD1+ (P680+) has a potential between 1.2 and 1.4 V. This is 0.5 V
higher than the potential of isolated chlorophyll in solvent and0.7–0.9 V
more oxidising than P+ in purple bacterial reaction centres. How the
protein imposes this high potential has been a long-standing question.
Here we will discuss brieﬂy what factors contribute to this very high
potential compared to P+ in bacterial reaction centres.
Based on X-ray crystallographic data the redox potentials of the
cofactors have been calculated and the various electrostatic inﬂuences
deduced [85]:
1) PD1+ is a chlorophyll and is consequently 160 mV more oxidising
than if it were a bacteriochlorophyll [86].
2) The cation is localised mainly on PD1 and does not seem to be
shared over two pigments. This contributes 140 mV, estimated for
a chlorophyll pair from density functional calculations [87].
3) There are several speciﬁc electrostatic effects that accumulate to
make PD1+ more oxidising [85]. i) The Mn4Ca cluster is bound in its
vicinity and this is estimated to increase the potential by 200 mV. ii)The accumulated affect of dipoles from the backbones of the trans-
membrane helices contributes 150 mV compared to the potential of
P+ in the bacterial special pair. iii) Somewhat surprisingly, the effect
of amino acid side chains is to down-shift the potential of PD1 by−
135 mV. This compensates the asymmetric effect of the Mn4Ca
cluster on the potentials of the core pigments. Thismaybe important
since it presumably contributes to tuning the potential of PD1+ to
make it less oxidising than the neighbouring chlorophylls (PD2, ChlD1
and ChlD2) and thus allows the cation radical to be localised
speciﬁcally on PD1. iv) Structural differences in the cd parallel helix
(which is longer in PSII, lacks a ligand to ChlD1, and bears the TyrZH-
bond partner, His190, and theMn ligand, Glu189) shift the potential
up by around 100 mV. v) Another 200 mVup-shift is imposed by the
atomic charges and protein dielectric volume of the peripheral
proteins in PSII that are absent in thepurple bacterial reaction centre.
So to summarise, the oxidising nature of the cation of PSII is mainly
due to it being a chlorophyll monomer in a “big fat” multiprotein
complex in which it is in the right position to experience the large
effect from the backbone dipoles from the trans-membrane helices.
This already buys 650 mV more oxidising power than P+ in bacterial
reaction centres and up to 500 mV more than chlorophyll in solvent.
This change could have occurredwith a small number ofmutations in a
homodimeric ancestor provided the homodimeric ancestor was a big
fat protein. This ﬁts with the idea that PSII evolved from a chlorophyll-
containing Type I reaction centre ancestor (rather than the small, 2 x 5
trans-membrane helices, purple bacterial-type reaction centre) and
that its high oxidising power evolved in a homodimeric reaction
centre [23,88]. It is worth considering the possibility that the splitting
of the 11-helices reaction centre gene of Type I reaction centres into
the 5-helices Type II reaction centre plus the 6-helices core antenna
proteins found in PSII, could have been linked to a change in the
environment of P. Irrespective of whether it occurred in Type I (2×11
helices) or Type II (with 2×5+6 helices) reaction centres, the
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of its histidine ligand along the helix (thereby picking up the effect of
backbone dipoles described in [86]) would have resulted in a sudden
jump in its potential. The subsequent binding of Mn would then push
up the potential even further, high enough for water oxidation. For
more details relevant to this view see [23] and [88]. For other views
and other aspects of PSII evolution see [89,90].
Having discussed all the factors that make PD1+ so oxidising, it is
worth reiterating the point that, in order for it to be the main location
of the cation radical, all the other near-by chlorophylls (i.e. PD2, ChlD1
and ChlD2) must have even higher potentials (or they would be
oxidised by PD1). Themain factors responsible for the high potential of
PD1, listed above, do the same for its neighbouring pigments give or
take some ﬁne tuning (see [85]). In the putative homodimeric water-
oxidising ancestral protein, the redox potentials of PD1 and PD2 would
by deﬁnition have been the same.
6. Similarities between PSII and purple bacterial reaction centres:
a short history
It is well accepted that the purple bacterial reaction centre is
similar to that of PSII. In the 1970s, however, this was far from clear,
although some signs were there in the literature. While chlorophyll/
bacteriochlorophyll photo-oxidation in the primary reaction was
common to all reaction centres, quinone chemistry seemed to be in
common only to PSII and purple bacterial reaction centres [91,92]. In
both systems, the “primary acceptors” were shown to be quinones
(QA) [92–94]. The secondary acceptors were also shown to be
quinones in both types of reaction centres with the same period-of-
two behaviour with ﬂash number, indicating sequential, 1-electron
reduction steps of a 2-electron accepting species: QB [95–98].
The absorption difference spectrum for QA/QA− showed a band shift
at 550 nm, which was interpreted as a pheophytin close to the QA−
anion in the heart of the reaction centre [92]. Meanwhile, in the purple
bacterial reaction centre, bacteriopheophytin was demonstrated to be
an electron acceptor functioning prior to QA [17,18]. Having been
involved in the study of bacteriopheophytin reduction in purple
bacteria, Klimov and coworkers [99] tried the same thing with PSII
and indeed found Ph− photo-accumulation at low potential. As the
authors pointed out, this steady state approach was not deﬁnitive
proof that the pheophytin was an early acceptor in PSII, it was
nevertheless an attractive option.
In the early 80s several discoveries were made that argued
strongly in favour of structural and functional similarities. A “split
radical” EPR signal arising from the Ph−was reported [100]. This was
very similar to that from BPhL− interacting magnetically with QA−Fe2+
in bacterial reaction centres [101]. The same magnetic interaction
appeared to be present in PSII and thus the presence of a (not
detected) semiquinone–iron complexwas implied [100]. Experiments
aimed at removing and replacing the iron were taken as support for
this suggestion [100]. A speciﬁc spin polarised triplet state was found
in PSII [102] very similar to that in bacterial reaction centres
[103,104], with a polarisation pattern that was a ﬁnger print for
radical pair recombination [105]. This state was lost when the Ph−
was reduced, showing that pheophytin was involved in an early
radical pair in PSII [102,106]. Kinetic studies also indicated that the
Ph− was formed as part of the radical pair when QA was reduced
[107].
The typical EPR signals from the semiquinone–iron complex were
harder to ﬁnd despite the indirect evidence for its presence from
the report of the split Ph− EPR signals [100]. Early reports were not
very convincing [108,109], but in the light of the data from the split
EPR signal from Ph−, these early reports were given the beneﬁt of
the doubt. Later it was shown that QA−Fe signals like those seen in
purple bacteria are present in only a small fraction of (modiﬁed)
centres unless formate is added [110]. Indeed “native” PSII exhibits aquite different EPR signal to that in most bacterial reaction centres
[110,111]. This seems to arise from an important difference in the
ligand environment of the iron: purple bacteria have glutamate as a
ligand while PSII has bicarbonate [10,39,57,112,113] and this may
exist as carbonate in the native system [114], see Fig. 6.
By the early 80s then, it was clear that both systems contained a
(bacterio)chlorophyll primary electron donor, a (bacterio)pheophytin
intermediate electron acceptor, followed by two quinone acceptors
functioning in series; one of which was a 1-electron carrier and the
other a 2-electron acceptor. These marked similarities were already a
ﬁrm basis to argue for similar structures. However the similarities in
the EPR signals from the semiquinone–iron complex (once treated
with formate to obtain the same ligand environment [110]) indicated
more than that. The precise distances and orientations required in
order to get identical EPR signals from the weak electronic interaction
between semiquinone and the high spin non-heme iron argued not
just for simple similarity but for true structural homology. So by 1984
evidence existed indicating that PSII and purple bacterial reaction
centres at a basic level had the same structure, at least at the level of
the electron acceptor side [110,112].
When the ﬁrst crystal structure of the purple bacterial reaction
centre came out [115], it directly provided models for PSII. There
followed a wave of studies, testing and extending the model, these
included the following: i) amino acid sequence comparisons provided
the folding models for D1 and D2 [10,116,117]. These were strongly
supported by clustering of the QB site amino acids implicated in
herbicide resistance [116] and by biochemical approaches [118].
ii) The isolation of a D1D2 reaction centre conﬁrmed the idea that
D1D2 were counterparts of L and M [119]. iii) The folding models
of L and M were veriﬁed by site-directed mutagenesis [120,121].
iv) Detailed computer models of the transmembrane parts of D1 and
D2 were built based on the bacterial reaction centre [122]. v) Extensive
biophysical studies deﬁned the distances and orientations of the
cofactors and some of their protein environments (e.g. [123–127]).
vi) Electron crystallography conﬁrmed the 5 transmembrane helices
within each of the core subunits D1 and D2 similar to the bacterial
reaction centre [128]. Gradually improvingX-ray crystallography atﬁrst
mainly veriﬁed the established structural model [55,56] and put to rest
some outstanding ambiguities [13]. The subsequent reﬁned structures
provided a vast quantity of detailed information that is still beingmined
to obtain improved understanding of the differences between the two
kinds of reaction centres [40,57,129]. The recently published 1.9 Å
model will take this up to another level of detail after resolving the
position of every atom in theMn4Ca cluster and revealing the locationof
thousands of water molecules [39].
7. Evolution of Type II reaction centres: the quinone iron complex
Perhaps the biggest surprise from that ﬁrst crystal structure of the
purple bacterial reaction centre was that the reaction centre was a
pseudo-heterodimer [115]. This was made up of L and M membrane-
spanning subunits, with the relatively evenly spaced cofactors ar-
ranged in series to allow trans-membrane electron transfer in each
symmetrical subunit. It was however quite clear from spectroscopic
studies that just one side worked: only one bacteriopheophytin
(BPhL) underwent rapid transient reduction, while the other
bacteriopheophytin could be reduced only very slowly and under
special conditions, only one quinone (QA) acted as an acceptor from
BPhL and as a donor to a specialised 2-electron accepting QB. It seemed
obvious then that the reaction centre had evolved from a true
homodimer that had been able to do charge separation on both sides
of the reaction centre.
It is possible to rationalise the evolutionary pressures that drove
the change from an ancestral homodimeric reaction centre to the
current heterodimeric reaction centres. These have been discussed
elsewhere [23,88] (see also [90]) but will be reiterated here.
A 
B 
QA QB 
Fe
QA QB 
Fe
D2-H214 
D1-H215 
Bicarbonate D1-F265 
D1-S264 
M-A260 
M-H219 L-H190 
L-I224 
L-S223 
D2-F261 
M-E234 
642Y-1D442Y-2D
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D2-H268 D1-H272 
L-H230 M-H266 
Fig. 6. Comparison of the QAFeQB electron acceptor complex in (A) PSII and (B) the purple bacterial reaction centre. The dotted lines represent H-bonds. In both ﬁgures QA is drawn in
pink sticks while QB in blue, the yellow lines show the 4 coordinating histidines to the Fe, here drawn as an orange sphere. In panel (A), bicarbonate (grey sticks) serves as a bidentate
ligand to the Fe of PSII; this is H-bonded to two symmetrical tyrosine residues (D2-Y244 and D1-Y246) and via water molecules to a glutamate residue (D1-E244), as visualised in the
recent crystal structure at 1.9 Å by Umena et al. [39]. In contrast, the non-heme Fe of the bacterial reaction centre (B) is coordinated by a glutamate residue (M-E234).
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an ancestral homodimeric Type II reaction centre.
1) It was symmetric in structure and therefore in function.
2) Its function was the same as that of existing reaction centres:
producing QH2 in the membrane. For simplicity we shall not deal
with the special features of the electron donor side here (see [88]).
3) The properties of the two quinones, (Q) had features of both QA
and QB. Like QA, they could accept an electron from Ph− and they
could donate an electron laterally to a second quinone. Like QB−,
Q− could accept an electron from another semiquinone, become
protonated, form the hydroquinone and exchange with a quinone
from the pool. In terms of binding properties then, we have to
suppose that the quinones were neither tightly bound like QA
(because exchangeability is a requirement for function), nor easily
exchangeable (because it must be in place when the Ph− is ready
to donate). Thus the binding properties of the two quinones would
likely be somewhere between those of QA and QB.
4) An important assumption is that once the semiquinone is formed,
it is unable to act as an efﬁcient electron acceptor from Ph−. This
assumption is based on the situation in existing reaction centres:
there are no cases known in which the second reduction of
quinone occurs from the Ph− (or for that matter, Chl−) in an
efﬁcient way. QA can undergo a light-driven second reduction but
it is very slow and occurs with a very low quantum yield (see e.g.
[60]). This is presumably due to a combination of electrostatic
effects (QA− destabilising the P+Ph− charge pair) and the exclusionof protons from the QA site. In the homodimer, protons had to be
available but the requirement for proton binding during the
reduction of Q−would likely render the reaction slow compared to
the P+Ph− back reaction. It is possible to imagine other scenarios
in which the semiquinone in the homodimeric ancestor is pro-
tonated and yet remains bound in the site etc. In this evolutionary
discussion, however, we use existing features as the ﬁrst level of
limitations for the arguments (see the section 9.7 below on Fe
oxidation for another mechanism of quinone reduction that may
be relevant to evolutionary thinking).
Given these characteristics for the ancestral homodimeric Type II
reaction centre, we can now run through what might be expected
upon charge separation, pointing out potential inefﬁciencies com-
pared to the existing heterodimeric reaction centre.
1) The ﬁrst excitation of the reaction centre would lead to charge
separation and electron transfer occurring with an even chance on
either side of the reaction centre. The ﬁrst inefﬁciency is the
possibility that the Ph− would encounter an empty Q site due to
the binding constant being lower than that of QA, because of the
necessity for the quinone to be exchangeable. In the existing QB
site, it is considered that QB and QBH2 have similar binding con-
stants (e.g. [29,30]. Even if Q were more tightly bound than QH2
in the homodimer, it is unlikely that the occupation of the site
would be 100% like the QA of today. If P+Ph− encountered an
empty site, being relatively short-lived (in the time range of
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energy would be lost.
2) In the majority of centres, Ph− would encounter Q in the site
and so P+Q− would be formed. The electron on Q− could
transfer laterally onto the second Q. Since the two quinones are
identical, there would be no driving force for this and thus no
additional stability would be associated. In existing reaction
centres, the electron transfer step to QB is an additional stabi-
lisation step. Furthermore, P+QB− decays in a back-reaction via
P+QA−, not through populating the Ph− adjacent to QB−; that is
because the energy gap between QB− and PhM is thought to be
very big. Thus in the homodimeric reaction centre, the P+Q−
state has a shorter back reaction pathway and would be less
stable than P+QB−. This would likely result in more energy loss
by charge recombination.
3) Assuming the P+Q− state is stabilised by electron donation to P+,
then P becomes available for a second excitation. If this occurs, as
before, with an equal chance on either side of the reaction centre,
then there is also an equal chance that the Ph− will ﬁnd itself
confronted with a Q−. As described in the assumptions above, it is
likely that the energy would also be lost. It is possible that the
presence of the Q− could have an (electrostatic) inﬂuence on
charge separation, favouring the side of the reaction centre
without Q−. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to suggest that
the risk of Ph− encountering Q− will still be a potential source of
inefﬁciency in a homodimeric reaction centre.
4) When the second charge separation occurs on the side where Q
rather than Q− is present (i.e. in half the centres), then electron
transfer to form Q− is expected to occur, forming the Q− Q− state.
Disproportionation then takes place forming Q and QH2. The QH2 is
then released from the site and replaced by a new quinone from
the pool. If however another charge separation takes place while
this exchange process is occurring, then there is an even chance
that Ph− will encounter an empty Q site and thus that charge
recombination will occur and the energy be lost.
All of these inefﬁciencies could have existed for a very long time,
providing that competition for light was not a crucial evolutionary
pressure. Indeed it has been suggested that water oxidation evolved in
a homodimeric reaction centre [23,88]. (The presence of water
oxidation in the homodimer could have constituted another impor-
tant selection pressure for formation of a heterodimer [88] but that
complication will not be dealt with here.) Based on the inefﬁciencies
described above, when competition for light became important, the
need to improve efﬁciency constituted a strong selection pressure for
gene duplication. Gene duplication allowed the development of
specialised QA and QB sites and the switching off of charge separation
on the QB branch of the reaction centre.
Based on sequence comparisons, it seems that the L and M sub-
units of purple bacteria aremore closely related to each other than the
L is to the D1 subunit and than the M is to the D2 subunit [130]. The
same applies to the relationship between the D1 and D2 subunits of
PSII. This could be taken as indicating that the specialisation of the QA
and QB quinone sites and the switching-off of charge separation on the
QB side, have evolved twice. At the time, this was difﬁcult to accept
since it was the similarities between the quinones in particular that
led to the homology modelling of PSII. While the interpretation of the
sequence data has changed slightly and an escape clause has been
offered from this conclusion, several factors conspire to make it more
acceptable that QA/QB and the heterodimeric reaction centre could
have evolved more than once. These factors include: i) the evident
evolutionary pressures from the inefﬁciencies inherent in a homo-
dimeric Type II reaction centre ancestor described above, ii) the very
similar starting structures inherited from a common homodimeric
ancestor and iii) the strong inﬂuence of the speciﬁc properties of
quinone chemistry [23,88].8. QA to QB electron transfer in purple bacteria as a basis for
comparison with PSII
The electron transfer reactions associated with QA and QB in PSII
are in many ways similar to those occurring in purple bacteria. Since
the bacterial reaction centre is one of the best studied systems for
proton-coupled electron transfer, a brief description of the bacterial
reaction is useful as a basis for comparison with PSII.
The main features are as listed below, when differences exist in
PSII, these will be noted. When these are signiﬁcant, they will be
discussed in subsequent sections. If no qualiﬁcation is given, then the
information is valid for PSII as well as purple bacterial reaction centres
(or we forgot).
The two quinones are symmetrically located on either side of the
non-heme iron, Fig. 6. QA is ﬁxed and non-exchangeable in a relatively
hydrophobic environment and is unable to undergo protonation. QB is
exchangeable and is in a hydrophilic environment in contact with
species that are able to deliver protons (ionisable amino acids and
water). QA undergoes 1-electron redox reactions. It is reduced by the
BPh− forming the semiquinone anion, QA−. Then electrons are
transferred to QB in 100 μs [29] (400 μs in PSII) [80]. If QB− is already
present, QA− transfers an electron more slowly, at about 1 ms [29]
(0.6–0.8 ms in PSII) [80].
The QA− to QB electron transfer is limited by a gating effect, which
seems to involve movements of QB in its site, the formation of H-
bonds, the protonation of protein groups close to QB− and most likely
conformational changes in the protein. This gating effect can not occur
at low temperature and by freezing under illumination, the gate can
be trapped in the open state [27,29,30].
The exact nature of the gating reaction is still under debate.
Previously, the gating process was linked to a signiﬁcant change in the
position in QB from a distal to proximal position [131]. This is no
longer held to be the gating reaction by most researchers in the ﬁeld
[132]. The so-called distal site is not now considered to be the stable
binding location for QB under normal functional conditions, rather “a
half way in” position that happens to be stable in some detergent
solubilised proteins.
Several reactions occur that could contribute to the gating effect
including the following. i) The formation of an additional hydrogen
bond to the distal carbonyl of QB− [133,134]. This occurs at physio-
logical temperatures but cannot occur at 77 K [134]. ii) Evidence
interpreted as arising from changes in the amino acids liganding the
non-heme iron has recently been reported [135,136]. iii) QB−
formation is accompanied by the protonation of M-Glu212 close to
the proximal carbonyl of the semiquinone. This protonation contrib-
utes to the stabilisation of the semiquinone [29,30].
The proton transfer pathway has been studied in some detail
(reviewed in [29,30]). While less studied in PSII, QB− is also stabilised
by protonation although the groups involved and speciﬁc reactions
occurring are not known (reviewed in [81]). Interestingly, FTIR
studies indicate that the protonation reaction in PSII does not involve
carboxylic acids [137]. In addition anomalous temperature depen-
dence of electron transfer and of the structure around the non-heme
iron have both been taken as evidence for a similar gating effect in PSII
[138–140].
In purple bacterial reaction centres, the rate of the QA− to QB− step is
limited by protonation reactions, (reviewed in [29,30]). When the
QA−FeQB− state is formed, the electrostatic effect of the charge on QA−
leads to protonation of QB− at the distal carbonyl (the transient
formation of the neutral QBH• radical), before the electron is
transferred. The monohydroquinone anion, QBH−, is thought to be
transiently formed before a second protonation takes place, presum-
ably from the Glu212 to the carbonyl proximal to the iron. The pro-
tonation of the carbonyls and the absence of an electrostatic attraction
allow the hydroquinone QBH2, to be released from the quinone
binding pocket. Presumably its hydrophobic tail is attracted back in to
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knowledge lacks these details; however something similar is likely
occurring with some potentially signiﬁcant differences that are
discussed in more detail below.
The basic structural motif of this part of the purple reaction centres
is common to PSII, Fig. 6. It is made up of two symmetrical quinones,
each pinned in position by H-bonds to both carbonyls. The outer H-
bonds come from backbone amides for both QA and QB, but for QB
there appear to be additional H-bonds to the distal carbonyl [39], see
Fig. 6. These additional H-bonds presumably contribute to stabilising
the QB− semiquinone relative to QA− and thus contributing to the
driving force required for forward electron transfer. The additional H-
bonds may offer a way of regulating electron transfer, stabilising QB−
without allowing protonation. If QB− were to undergo protonation,
then it would likely lose one of its anchoring H-bonds and loosen the
other. The consequent shift in its potential and its position, perhaps its
loss from the site, would lead to inhibition of the second electron
transfer step. The H-bonds to the proximal carbonyl group of the two
quinones come from the histidines that ligand the non-heme iron. The
“protein–Q–His–Fe–His–Q–protein”motif appears to be a good struc-
ture for electron transfer, with the two quinones held at a distance of
13 Å (edge to edge). At this distance electron transfer through protein
could be faster than 0.4 μs, the theoretical rate maximum based on the
distance [141]. The actual rates are much slower than this (400 μs–
1 ms) presumably due to movements of the quinone, the protein and
protons.
The role of the iron remains somewhat enigmatic. A series of
observations is usually rolled out at this point to illustrate the unim-
portance of the iron to electron transfer. The most telling of which is
probably the replacement of the iron with Zn2+, a non-redox metal,
resulting in no change to the kinetics of electron transfer [142]. Clearly
the iron plays an important structural role, not only as the central
component in the Q–His–Fe–His–Q motif but also in holding the two
halves of the reaction centre together. It seems likely that this
structural integrity is important for transferring information between
the two quinone sites and the various protonable groups (see [136]).
The overall positive charges on the metal also is predicted to have an
important electrostatic effect as well as strengthening the H-bonds
from the liganding imidazoles to the quinones and these are expected
to increase the redox potentials of the quinone redox couples [143].
The non-heme iron in PSII clearly plays a similar role (see [144] for a
recent discussion), however its chemistry is more complex and thus
may have more mechanistic roles. These will be described below.
Overall then, many of the characteristics of the QAFeQB complex of
purple bacteria are also present in PSII. There are however several
properties of the quinone complex of PSII that differ from those seen
in the purple bacterial reaction centre. These presumably reﬂect
functional differences. These differences will be dealt with speciﬁcally
in the next section.9. The quinone–iron complex in PSII and purple bacterial reaction
centres: the same… but different
9.1. QA redox switching
The redox potential of QA is high (65 mV) when PSII lacks the
donor-side Ca2+ ion [145,146]. Since the Mn provides the binding site
for the Ca2+, then the high potential form is present in PSII before the
Mn4Ca cluster is assembled [72]. Upon cluster assembly, the redox
potential switches to a form that is around 150 mV lower in potential
(−80 mV) [72,146]. The magnitude of the redox potential shift
was recently veriﬁed although the absolute values for the QA redox
couples were both found to be 60 mV lower [147] (see however
[148]). This redox switching is rationalised in terms of a mechanism
for protecting PSII from photodamage under conditions where theelectron donation from water cannot occur. Two kinds of photo-
damage are expected under such conditions.
The ﬁrst kind of photodamage is expected to arise from over-
oxidation reactions that occur due to abnormally long life-times of
oxidising species such as P+ and TyrZ+ in the absence of a functional
electron donor system. It is known that a side-path of electron
donation will provide electrons to P+ under these conditions (see
Fig. 4) [68,69]. However, electron donation from this pathway is slow,
in the millisecond timescale; and millisecond lifetimes for P+ could
lead to oxidative damage. In addition, over-oxidation of the side-path
donors themselves (β-carotene and ChlZD2) could also be a problem
[68], especially since it is thought that they can be reduced under some
conditions by other chlorophylls and carotenoids in and around the
reaction centre [149]. Over-oxidised organic species can lead to a range
of uncontrolled reactions with protein residues or other pigments.
Oxidative damage to the carotenoids themselves and modiﬁcations of
the chlorophyll-bearing proteins could lead to chlorophylls becoming
uncoupled from their protective carotenoids and thus allowing them
to be the source of triplet-mediated 1O2 formation, which could
initiate a chain reaction of photodamage.
The second type of photodamage predicted in PSII with a non-
functional donor side results from the back-reaction of the PD1` QA− to
the PD1+ PhD1− state which can recombine to generate the reaction
centre chlorophyll triplet state [102,146,150]. This triplet state can
react with 3O2 to produce singlet oxygen (1O2) which is responsible
for photodamage [150,151]. The central pigments (i.e. ChlD1, on which
the triplet is formed [22,49], PD1, PD2, ChlD2 and the two pheophytins)
are all too far from the nearest carotenoid to be efﬁciently quenched;
the ChD1 to CarD1 distance is 20 Å; and that for ChlD2 to CarD2 is 13 Å
(see Fig. 4) [39]. By having a high potential QA both of these kinds of
photodamage can be limited or eliminated.
The over-oxidation damage will be mitigated by less efﬁcient
electron transfer out of the reaction centres. The drop off in the
driving force between QA and QB means that the QA−QB↔QAQB− and
the QA−QB−↔QAQBH2 equilibria would be shifted to the left. It is quite
possible that the redox properties of QB are also changed by the
absence of Ca2+ (or the entire Mn4Ca cluster). However the overall
driving force for the electron donation from QA− to the quinone pool
will certainly be 150 mV less than in the active system. Since QA
reduction is not associated with a protonation [81] while QB and
plastoquinone reduction are both proton-coupled, then the driving
force for electron transfer is expected to decrease at higher pH values.
It seems likely then that under physiological conditions (with the
acceptor side is exposed to pHN7.5), forward electron transfer will be
inhibited to some extent when QA is in its high potential form, leading
to less over-oxidation on the donor side [72].
When dealing with over-oxidation, it would be beneﬁcial if the
side pathway, or rather the complete cyclic version of it, were more
functional prior to Mn4Ca cluster assembly or when Ca2+ is absent. As
far as we are aware, however, this has not been seen (yet). Intri-
guingly, changes in Cyt b559 function have been reported during
photoactivation [152] and changes in the redox potential can be
affected by the presence of Ca2+ in the absence of some of the
extrinsic polypeptides [153].
The back-reaction mediated photodamage will be mitigated by a
change in the back-reaction pathway. The shift to the high potential
form of the QA means that the energy gap between PD1+ QA− and
PD1+ PhD1− pair is so great that back reaction is greatly disfavoured. In
this way PD1+ PhD1− recombination, reaction centre triplet formation and
hence singlet O2 formation are minimised [72].
There is no evidence for this kind of redox switching in purple
bacteria. It is simply not necessary. The chemistry is not as oxidising
and the radical pair recombination triplet, should it occur, is quenched
by a carotenoid that is in van der Waals contact with BChlM, (unlike
the situation in PSII, the carotenoid in purple bacterial reaction
centres can be close to P+ without being oxidised). However, these
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exist in purple bacterial species. In Rhodobacter spheroides the energy
gap is big, like that in PSII in the absence of the Mn4Ca cluster, with
charge recombination occurring slowly by a direct route [154,155]. In
Rhodopseudomonas viridis, the energy gap is smaller, like that in
functional PSII, and the back-reaction takes place with the formation
of the P+BPhL− radical pair and thence the 3P triplet [156]. The small
energy gap in R. viridismay simply be due to the smaller driving force
inherent in using bacteriochlorophyll b with P at 960 nm. This
squeezes the energy gaps between P* and the quinone pool and the
smaller energy gap between P+BPhL− and P+QA−may be inevitable. R.
viridis is a microaerophilic organism and so it does not have to deal
with photodamage from triplet-mediated 1O2 formation.
The structural origin of the QA redox switching in PSII is not known.
Correlating other differences occurring under similar conditions, it is
worth considering that the redox change may be related to the two
structural formsmanifest as the EPR signals at g=1.9 (intact functional
PSII, in the presence of (bi)carbonate) and g=1.82 (damaged PSII or in
the presence of formate, see below). In Mn-depleted PSII from plants,
the g=1.82 formwas present belowpH 7.5, while the g=1.9 formwas
present above that pH [111]. Under similar conditions H-bonding-
mediated coupling between the nitrogen nucleus of D2-His214 (Fig. 6)
and the electron spin on the QA−was also lost at pH values above pH 7.5
[62]. This change inmagnetic coupling could be due to the ionisation of a
group close to the Fe, possibly with the bicarbonate deprotonating to
form carbonate (see [114]).
An alternative explanation arose from analysis of the crystal
structure. Ishikita and Knapp [157] found two possible positions for
D2-Thr217: one with the \OH group H-bonded to the QA carbonyl
proximal to the iron and the other with the \OH rotated so that the
proton turned away from the quinone and H-bonded the nearby D2-
Trp253. Their electrostatic calculations indicated that the presence of
the H-bond to QA would result in a 150 mV difference in the Em of QA:
the same difference as seen experimentally. This seemed to be more
than a coincidence. It is also possible that the presence and absence of
the additional H-bond to the proximal carbonyl of the QA− could be
responsible for the change inmagnetic coupling of the electron spin to
the nuclear spin on the H-bonded histidine reported in [63].
The inﬂuence of the Ca2+ of the Mn4Ca cluster [145,146], on the
electron acceptor side was quite difﬁcult to accept. The Mn4Ca site is
located in the D1 subunit, 38 Å away from the QA site in the D2
subunit. On the other hand, the D1 and D2 polypetides are each made
up 5 transmembrane helices that are wrapped around each other to
some extent and the isoprenyl tail of QA penetrates well down into
the reaction centre and gets very close to ChlD1 [39,40]. The redox
propeties of QA itself are sensitive to changes in the Fe environment
(provided by both D1 and D2) and to occupation of the QB site (in D1)
[158]. Furthermore, assembly of the Mn4Ca cluster, including Ca2+
binding, is thought to involve conformational changes [159–161] and
it is thought that the conformational change may be speciﬁcally
associated with Ca2+ binding. Such a conformational change may be
relayed to the acceptor side. A crystal structure of theMn4Ca-depleted
enzyme would be of interest here.
It has been known for some years that the binding properties of the
Ca2+ vary depending on the intermediate states (S states) of the
charge accumulating enzyme [162]. In PSII lacking the 23 kDa extrinsic
polypeptides, the Ca2+ is easily exchangeable in the S3 state but
sequestered in S1 and S2 states. This is assumed to reﬂect structural
changes, a weaker binding site for Ca2+, perhaps one less ligand to the
Ca2+ in the S3 state and this is reﬂected in conformation changes
detectable by X-ray absorption [163]. Given that binding and de-
binding of the Ca2+ inﬂuences the potential of QA during photoactiva-
tion [72], then it is worth considering the possibility that something
similar may occur in the different steps of the S state cycle. This could
allow some kind of tuning of the forward and back-reaction rates to
suit the lifetime of the given S state: for exampleQA− could be stabilisedor transferred more rapidly to QB in the last steps of the cycle where
electron donation steps from the TyrZ and the Mn4Ca/water system
are slower. There are however conﬂicting reports on the S-state
dependence of QA− oxidation (see for example [80] and [164]) but this
is worth readdressing, looking for Ca2+-associated changes in S3.
It is also worth noting that the effect on QA from the donor side is
known because QA is an easy component to measure. The redox
properties of the iron and QB are less commonly measured and it is
also possible that they too are inﬂuenced by changes occurring on the
electron donor side, especially since they both share the same protein
subunit (D1) as the Mn4Ca cluster. It would be interesting to look for
redox shifts induced from the donor side.
9.2. In PSII there is more protein between QB and the membrane
While the central pair of subunits and their cofactors are similar in
purple bacterial reaction centres (L and M) and PSII (D1 and D2), the
other subunits are quite different. Purple bacteria have a large
globular protein, the H subunit, that caps the electron acceptor side. In
the membrane the bacterial reaction centre is surrounded by a ring of
antenna proteins but these are not tightly bound. It is thought that the
quinone has access directly from the membrane to the quinone site
via a short shallow channel the length of only 1 isoprenoid group. The
tail of the quinone remains in contact with the lipid.
In PSII there appears to be no H subunit and no other capping
proteins are present in the crystal structure [55,56]. The QB side of the
D1D2 pair is ﬂanked by Cyt b559 and two small subunits Y and J
[40,55–57,129]. Thus the QB site is relatively distant from the
membrane and the quinone pool. Access is made possible through a
channel that is as long as the entire isoprenoid chain [40].
9.3. QB, QC and their channels
The crystal structure shows a rather complex arrangement of
channels and cavities in PSII associated with QB. Of special note is the
presence of a third quinone designated QC in [40] not observed in [39].
Evidence for a third quinone in isolated PSII cores from Thermo-
synechococcus elongatus was reported from functional studies show-
ing two cycles of QB− formation on a ﬂash sequence [140] and from
quinone quantitation studies of the preparations used for crystallog-
raphy [165]. Mechanistic studies using the inhibitor, DCMU, had
already led to the suggestion of a second exchangeable quinone
binding site in the environment of Cyt b559 [166,167] in plant PSII.
Whether all of these effects reﬂect the same site is unclear. Indeed the
QC site in the crystal structure is completely different from the QA and
QB sites, having no contacts to the head group from the protein and
instead only having contact to a lipid patch on the interior surface of
the channel. It is unlikely that the semiquinone would be stabilised in
this site. This also probablymeans that this does not correspond to the
DCMU binding site in the earlier studies [166] and thus another
binding site may exist in the region of the Cyt b559.
In the crystal structure, the tail of QB is threaded down one channel
while that from QC goes down another [40]. Various interpretations
were given, one of which is that the channels represent an “out”
channel by which QB leaves and an “in” channel by which QC loads.
The reported QC site of the crystal structure could exist in order to
diminish the change-over time for replacing QBH2 with a quinone
from the pool (see [40] for detailed discussion). The exchange time
might be expected to be much longer in PSII with its long tortuous
channels compared to the situation in purple bacteria. Having a
preloaded quinone close to the QB site may be a good solution to this
problem. Indeed deWijn and van Gorkom [80] found two slow phases
of QA− oxidation that they attributed to forward electron transfer to QB,
i) when QA− is formed in the presence of an empty QB (t1/2=2–3 ms)
and ii) when QA− is formed in the presence of QBH2 (t1/2=100 ms). It
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the site from the near-by QC site vs. quinone entering from the pool.
9.4. Protective (futile) cycles: reduction of Cyt b559 by reduced quinone
The two quinone channels pass on either side of the Cyt b559
heme and the nearest part of QB and QC tails to the heme edge is 11 Å
and 6 Å respectively. This means that the reduced hydroquinone
headmust pass within this distance of the heme on itsway out.When
the Cyt b559 is oxidised and in its high potential form (390 mV),
there may be sufﬁcient driving force for the reduction of the heme by
one electron from the QH2, forming the unstable semiquinone. The
unstable Q−would be quite capable of reducing O2 if it encountered
it. There are several reports implicating Cyt b559 in O2 redox
chemistry [167–169] and a semiquinone mediated mechanism could
be involved. Alternatively, the semiquinonemight prefer the stability
of the QB site and 1-electron reduction of the Cyt b559 by QH2 could
lead to formation of QB−.
The 25 Å distance between the QB site and Cyt b559 will allow in
the electron transfer in the millisecond timescale, as discussed in
Petrouleas and Crofts [81]. This may be too slow for a protective cycle.
The donation from somewhere down the QB channel (perhaps one of
the “QC sites” mentioned above [40,166,167]), would give rates that
could be of more functional relevance in a protective cycle.
In the protective cycle, it is thought that electrons arrive at PD1+ in a
fewmilliseconds from the β-carotene, CarD2 (Fig. 4), as the initial donor
[170], perhaps with ChlD2 as redox intermediate [68]. The CarD2 cation
radical is a branch point, with electrons coming from the Cyt b559 or
from the ChlZD2 [170]. Because of its lower potential, the reduced Cyt
b559 is the dominant donorwith neither CarD2 nor ChlZD2 cations being
detectable. The reduction of the heme by quinol completes the cycle at
room temperature [171]. Cyt b559 reduction at room temperature has
beenobserved and is sensitive toDCMU, an inhibitor that binds in theQB
site [171]. It has been suggested that this side-path or cyclic electron
transfer chain may exist in order to provide electrons to PD1+ under
conditions where other electrons (from TyrZ, the Mn and water, from
back reactions, or from TyrD) are not forthcoming and thus it would
provide some kind of protection against over oxidation [172] reviewed
in (see section 9.1 above). Given the slowness of the donation under
optimal conditions, an alternative explanation of this pathway was
suggested [68]: that the side-path cyclewas there in order to reduce the
CarD2 cation radical, which is inevitably formed with a low quantum
yield because of the proximity of this pigment to the most oxidising
species in the reaction centre. In this “save-the-carotene” model, the
position of the CarD2 is considered to be at a compromise position: just
far enough away from the core of the reaction centre to minimise its
electron transfer rate but close enough to play a role in quenching,
chlorophyll triplet and O2 singlet.
In the next section (and earlier in this article), we reconsider the rate
question in the futile cycle and suggest that it could work to protect
against over-oxidation damage provided the its electron donation rate
to P+ rate is drastically increased under speciﬁc conditions.
9.5. Efﬁcient switching on and off of a protective cycle in some species
PSII from marine plankton, which are exposed to big variations in
light, show a very marked protective mechanism that appears to be a
switch from linear electron ﬂow to a protective cycle around PSII
[173,174]. This is linked to the reduction state of the plastoquinone
pool presumably by some kind of switch. The most likely pathway for
cyclic electron transfer is the QH2-Cyt b559-CarD2-PD1 pathway
described above, see Fig. 4. An acceptor side switch, should it exist,
could for example be triggered by the formation of QA− before the
QBH2 has left the site or formation of QB− before QH2 has cleared the
channel and remains in the vicinity of the heme. Electron donation
from QH2 from a possible site in one of the channels to oxidised (highpotential) Cyt b559, may occur as discussed above. The well-known
but poorly understood high/intermediate/low potential forms of the
Cyt b559 may relate to this switch [175].
For this to work, Cyt b559 must already be oxidised and for this to
occur as part of an efﬁcient protective cycle, the side-path must be
able to donate more rapidly to PD1+ . As mentioned above, in plant and
cyanobacterial PSII, the side-pathway seems to work rather inefﬁ-
ciently, with donation times from CarD2 to PD1+ estimated to be in the
millisecond timescale at room temperature [68,176]. Donation from
TyrZ occurs in tens-hundreds of nanoseconds, and the PD1+ QA− back
reaction takes place in 200 μs in plant PSII and 1 ms in cyanobacteria
[193]. We might speculate that to work efﬁciently, the side pathway
needs to be “switched on”. One way for this to occur would be for the
chlorophyll cation to change its localisation from PD1 (which is 21 Å
from CarD2, see Fig. 4) by electron transfer over towards ChlD2, (which
is 9 Å from CarD2) through a change in the relative potentials of the
chlorophylls. Even a small shift in the equilibrium towards ChlD2
would drastically speed up oxidation of the β-carotene [141].
One can speculate about switchingmechanisms, perhaps involving
electrostatic or structural effects from the donor or acceptor sides (see
below) but before getting carried away, the role of the known side-
path components in the protective electron transfer cycle should be
tested directly in the marine plankton. Indeed, with the current
limited knowledge, several alternative routes cannot be ruled out. For
example, a route involving a carotenoid found in the interface of the
D1 protein and the T subunit, named Car104 in [177], is located at only
16 Å from QA. A QA-Car104-ChlZD1-PD1 cycle has been suggested
(Fig. 4), based on this short distance and the presence of Car104 in a
cluster of 4 other carotenes that approaches ChlZD1 [177]. ChlZD1
however will always be a slow donor to PD1+ given its location 21 Å
from ChlD1, the closest of the central pigments. A second alternative
may involve the Cyt c550, which has recently been shown to have a
potential high enough for it to exist in a reduced state under physio-
logical conditions [178]. It is thus available for donating electrons to
the long-lived S states. Again donation will be slow since its distance
from the Mn4Ca cluster in the cyanobacteria is at least 23 Å. It will be
interesting to see if this distance is shorter in the phytoplankton. Re-
reduction of Cyt c550, should it occur, would likely be from a soluble
electron-donor in the lumen.
Whatever the mechanism, the switching on and off of this pro-
tective cycle is remarkable. When the plastoquinone pool is reduced
there is a major photochemical “miss”. Its mechanism is worthy of
further investigation since it is likely that it works in PSII of other
species, albeit to a less dramatic extent. It is also worth noting that
some sort of switch process occurs on the ﬁrst couple of turnovers
during photoactivation; in addition, the photoassembly of the Mn4Ca
cluster appears to involve a change in the redox state and form of Cyt
b559 [152]. It would make sense that some kind of change from a
protective, cyclic ﬂow to functional linear electron ﬂow may occur
during certain steps of photoassembly of the Mn4Ca.
9.6. No H subunit in PSII: access to the Fe2+?
The H subunit is the third subunit of the bacterial reaction centre. It
is a mainly globular protein that caps the acceptor side of the protein.
It contains channels that allow proton access to the QB site. The
channel entrance binds a Zn2+ ion and the channel can be blocked to
some extent by binding of other metals (reviewed in [30]). This
subunit is absent in PSII. In cyanobacteria, PSII binds the very large
phycobilisomes on the stromal surface of the membrane and these
may restrict some access, but since the contact for energy transfer
must be to the antenna chlorophylls that are peripheral to the
complex [179] theremight be still enough open space for access to the
non-heme iron. In plant PSII at least and possibly in cyanobacterial
PSII, the region around the quinone–iron complex seems to be much
more exposed to the aqueous medium than in the bacterial reaction
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estimated to be 20 Å in the purple bacterial reaction centre and 10 Å
in PSII. In PSII this corresponds to the bicarbonate/carbonate ligand H-
bonded via 2 water molecules to a glutamate, which is exposed to the
aqueous medium (see Figs. 6 and 7). This difference is probably
relevant to quinone related proton-coupled electron transfer (see
[137]).
9.7. The oxidisable non-heme iron in PSII
The non-heme iron in PSII is oxidisable under mild conditions with
a pH dependent Em of 400 mV at pH 7. Once oxidised, it can be
reduced rapidly (t1/2=25 μs) [180] by electron donation from QA−.
The potential of the Fe2+ is modulated by the nature of the ex-
changeable ligand and the occupancy of the QB site by herbicides
[181]. The Fe2+ is oxidisable by some artiﬁcial quinones added as
electron acceptors to PSII, such as phenyl-p-benzoquinone, PPBQ
[182]. The ﬁrst electron to arrive at the artiﬁcial quinone reduces it to
its semiquinone form. The semiquinone is oxidising enough to remove
an electron from the nearby iron forming the Fe3+ state. On the
subsequent ﬂash, the QA− then donates rapidly producing the Fe2+
state [182]. When such an artiﬁcial quinone is present, a series of
saturating ﬂashes gives rise to a period-of-two oscillation in the redox
state of the iron, being oxidised on the ﬁrst ﬂash and odd-numbered
ﬂashes and reduced on the second and even-numbered ﬂashes.
The possibility that this mode of electron transfer out of the
reaction centre might occur in native PSII has been considered. The
oxidation of Fe2+ in a fraction of centres has been observed in dark-
adapted PSII samples. Reports have appeared of some Fe2+ oxidation
without the addition of a speciﬁc chemical oxidant. Nugent [183]
reported Fe2+ oxidation when semiquinone and oxygen were
present. The mechanism of this reaction was not clear. Boussac and
co-workers [184] reported Fe2+ oxidation when DCMU was added to
a sample containing QB−, and this was explained by the following
reaction:
Fe2þQ−B þ DCMU↔Fe3þQBH2 þ DCMU↔Fe3þDCMUþ QBH2
with the strong binding of the herbicide pulling the equilibrium to the
right, favouring formation of the oxidised iron. Recently, it was
observed that when QB− is formed, Fe3+ is formed slowly in the dark in
a fraction of centres even in the absence of O2 [185]. This reaction is
simply Fe2+QB−→Fe3+ + QBH2. This occurs slowly and in only a
fraction of the centres (about 10%) but it does show that this reaction
can occur in untreated PSII. It is thus possible that under certainBA
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Fig. 7. A perspective view of the QAFeQB electron acceptor complex in (A) PSII and the purple
panel (B) the blue surface belongs to the H subunit that caps the reaction centre of purpleconditions it may occurmore rapidly and/or in a greater fraction of the
centres. This mode of electron transfer is one that would be predicted
to be beneﬁcial. It eliminates the long-lived QB- state in the reaction
centre, this prevents charge recombination with S2 and S3 states. This
means that these S states will be longer lived (see [81,83,84]) and
chlorophyll triplet mediated photodamage will not occur [150]. Thus
the Fe2+ oxidation mode of quinol formation would be particularly
advantageous in low light.
With such advantages, the question arises: why has this mode of
electron transfer not been selected by evolution? There must be a
problem. The answer is probably the rate. We assume that the
reaction is the following,
Fe2þQ−B ↔Fe
3þQBH2↔Fe
3þ þ PQH2
where the ﬁrst equilibrium is far to the left, and the second is to the
right. Nugent [183] ruled this reaction out because the QB−/QBH2
couple is much too low (perhaps 90 mV assuming a similar
semiquinone stability as in purple bacteria) to be able to oxidise the
Fe2+ (Em 430 mV at pH 6.5). However, if we take into account the
release of the QBH2, then the energy associated with stabilising the
semiquinone is regained and thus iron oxidation becomes favourable.
The stabilisation of QB− has meant that iron oxidation will be dis-
favoured and slow; this may be the reason why PSII does not take
advantage of this mode of quinone reduction.
Another factor that could have an important role in iron oxidation
is the charge on the carboxylic acid will likely affect the potential of
the Fe2+/Fe3+, with more negative potentials with CO3 2− (carbon-
ate) compared to HCO3− (bicarbonate). The bicarbonate-iron vs.
carbonate-iron could represent switchable high and low potential
forms.
The Fe2+ in purple bacterial reaction centres does not undergo
oxidation with oxidants or with artiﬁcial quinones [186,187]. This
presumably reﬂects the iron environment. Relevant in this regard, the
Fe2+ in PSII is less sequestered, has more ﬂexibility in its ligands and
has a carboxylate ligand that can undergo a deprotonation (bicar-
bonate to carbonate), which would stabilise the Fe3+ state.
In considering the evolution of the Type II reaction centres, it has
been suggested ([13,23] and see section 7) that an ancestral
homodimer would perform quinone reduction through the dismuta-
tion of two identical semiquinones. In the light of the new obser-
vations of iron oxidation by QB− described above, it worth considering
the alternative possibility that quinone reduction may have occurred
in the homodimer through an iron oxidation mechanism (unstable
Q− oxidising Fe2+ forming QH2 and Fe3+, followed by Q− reductionDistance Fe-to-surface: ~20Å 
QA QB 
Fe
M-E234 
bacterial reaction centre depicting the exterior surface of the reaction centre proteins. In
bacteria.
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semiquinone, this mechanism would work more rapidly and would
overcome at least one of the inefﬁciencies listed in section 7 (while
most likely presenting new ones). The presence of slow iron oxidation
by QB− in PSII may represent an evolutionary remnant of the old
homodimer days.9.8. Exchangeable ligand: bicarbonate and formate effects
While the ligand environment around the non-heme iron is
ostensibly similar in PSII and purple bacterial reaction centres, there is
one major difference. The carboxylic acid that provides a bidentate
ligand in addition to the four histidine imidazoles, is a glutamate (M-
E232, as shown in Fig. 6) in purple bacteria but a bicarbonate in PSII
[10,112,113]. Bicarbonate is an exchangeable ligand. Exchanging it for
other carboxylic acids inhibits electron transfer. With formate instead
of bicarbonate, electron transfer from QA− to QB is slowed by a factor of
5, from QA− to QB− is slowed by a factor of 10 and the exchange of QBH2
with the pool is slowed also bymore than a factor of 10 [188–190] and
given that this is the rate-limiting step, this has a major effect on
function.
It is not clear why formate and the other carboxylic acids should
have these inhibitory effects. It has been suggested that the
bicarbonate may play a role in protonation during the reduction of
QB [191]. This seems very reasonable but there is little experimental
evidence for this. The special feature of bicarbonate compared to
formate and other small carboxylic acids is that it can undergo a
further ionisation and become a carbonate dianion. It has been
suggested that carbonate may be the ligand to the iron in intact PSII.
This suggestion arose from simulations of the EPR spectra and from
molecular calculations [114]. In contrast, FTIR studies indicated that
bicarbonate rather than carbonate was present [113]. However the
Mn-depleted plant PSII preparations, which were used for the FTIR
experiment, would be predicted to show the non-native form of the
QA−Fe2+ state, as seen by EPR, and thus it would correspond to
bicarbonate rather than carbonate under these conditions. To test this,
the FTIR experiment needs to be done on the intact PSII.
The EPR signals from QA−Fe2+ in native PSII are not similar to those
seen in purple bacteria. The PSII signals are weak and show a broad
feature at g=1.9 rather than the well-known bacterial signal at
g=1.84 [111]. Addition of formate (and other carboxylic acids)
results in the conversion of the PSII-type signal into a strong g=1.84
signal typical of purple bacteria. This also occurs for QB−Fe2+ [192]. In
formate-treated PSII, the QA−Fe2+ signal is modiﬁed upon the
reduction of the secondary quinones by two electrons. Thus QA−Fe2+
seems to be sensitive to the occupation of the QB site by QBH2. It seems
that the formate-inhibited state is one in which QBH2 remains in its
site, rather than slow loading of plastoquinone back into the site [192].
Despite these new observations, the inhibitory effects of formate
remain poorly understood at a chemical level and require further
study.
The question arises whether carboxylic acid binding to the iron
could have any relevance to the regulation of electron transfer out of
PSII. This has been discussed before and it was considered that natural
concentrations of glycolate, a carboxylate ion that down-shifts the
potential of the iron thus making it more easily oxidisable by the
semiquinone, were too low to be mechanistically important [181].
Perhaps just the change from bicarbonate to carbonate, through
tuning of the pKa of the carboxylic acid could be mechanistically
relevant. Clearly the presence and absence of the additional charge is
liable to have signiﬁcant mechanistic effects. Once again it is worth
considering such tuning effect could come from the electron donor
side and whether the changes in the ionisation state of the carboxylic
acid could be sensed by the electron donor side. Major switching
processes likely occur during assembly (and disassembly) of theMn4Ca cluster, so investigations of the role and nature of the
carboxylic acid during these processes will perhaps be worthwhile.
9.9. Structural aspects not directly associated to electron and proton
transfer
As bioenergeticists, we have a tendency to look for explanations in
terms of electron transfer and proton transfer reactions. Sometimes it
is worth remembering that other processes do exist in biology. PSII is
very different from the purple bacterial reaction centre in that it is
damaged and disabled about every 30 min under normal functional
conditions. It seems that the damaged PSII complex, a dimeric system
(at least in cyanobacteria), in which each monomeric unit is made of
more than 20 polypetides, is disassembled in order to remove the
damaged D1 protein and replace it with a freshly made copy. The D1
protein provides the main protein ligands and environment for half of
the reaction centre pigments, for the Mn4Ca cluster (except for the
ligand Glu354 from the CP43 antenna protein [57]), and two of the
four histidine residues to the non-heme iron that holds the reaction
centre together. What happens during the removal and replacement
of the D1 subunit? We do not yet know but it is not impossible to
imagine that some of the differences in the structural properties of the
non-heme iron compared to the bacterial reaction centre reﬂect the
need to disassemble and reassemble the complex rapidly and re-
peatedly. Taking this idea to its extreme, one might postulate that the
oxidisable iron and the exchangeable bicarbonate ligand could be a
simply side-effects of these structural requirements.
10. Conclusion
PSII and purple bacterial reaction centres have fundamental
similarities, however detailed comparisons show many differences.
The recent crystal structures have provided a more solid basis for the
understanding of these differences. Many of the factors that have
allowed PSII to attain very high oxidising powers have been eluci-
dated based on chemical insights, the crystal structure and theoretical
calculations. These give new perspectives on how these functions
could have evolved. Many differences between PSII and purple
bacteria are best explained in terms of protection mechanisms that
are required because of the highly oxidising chemistry associatedwith
water oxidation in PSII. Despite these protection mechanisms, the
enzyme is photodamaged and repaired relatively rapidly and often.
Some putative protection mechanisms can most easily be rationalised
assuming a role during the repair and assembly processes themselves.
Real demonstrations of these protective mechanisms in action are
lacking. Future research needs to focus on the study of intermediates
in the repair and assembly cycle, looking for evidence of speciﬁc
protective mechanisms and establishing when switches occur from
one mode of function to another. PSII, the most complicated of
reaction centres, continues to surprise us with new and unexplained
features. These are worth exploring not only because the photo-
damage of PSII is often (i.e., under stress conditions) the process that
limits the growth of the photosynthetic organism (and hence crop
yields, biofuel yields, or survival) but also because it is simply a unique
and fascinating enzyme.
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